
- Entry and exit will be through one gate in the western corner of the area as indicated by the 
gate location  

- Players will come ready to train and will not require the use of changing sheds.  Portable 
toilet facility to be installed 
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Training Facility Plan

Sunshine Coast Falcons

 

 

Prior to the commencement of any training, players and staff will be temperature tested and 
screened for symptoms (daily) 

Training Field 

- Bus will enter into Sunshine Coast Stadium precinct via gate off Main Drive 
- Players will come ready to train and will not require the use of changing sheds.  Toilet facility 

located in the gymnasium (indicated by dumbbell) 
- Indicated field will be fully fenced as depicted by the red rectangle 
- Additional red lines indicated precinct fencing 
- Entry and exit will be through one gate in the NW corner of the field as indicated by the bus 

location (less than 10 metres) 
- Teams will not utilise the same field at the same time 
- Ground staff will only carry out any essential maintenance at times when no players or staff 

are present and will be equipped in full PPE 

Gymnasium 

- Bus will enter into Sunshine Coast Stadium precinct via gate off Main Drive 
- Exclusive use of gymnasium (dumbbell)  
- Access and egress will be less than 5 metres from the bus door 
- Each team will utilise the gym facility for an allocated period of time as required and not be 

in the venue while other groups are present 

Prior to the commencement of any training, players and staff will be temperature tested and Prior to the commencement of any training, players and staff will be temperature tested and 
screened for symptoms (daily)screened for symptoms (daily)

Bus will enter intoBus will enter into Sunshine Coast Stadium precinct via gate off Main DriveSunshine Coast Stadium precinct via gate off Main Drive
Players will come ready to train and will not require the use of changing sheds.  Toilet facility Players will come ready to train and will not require the use of changing sheds.  Toilet facility 
located in the gymnasium (indicated by dumbbell)located in the gymnasium (indicated by dumbbell)
Indicated field will beIndicated field will be

-- Additional red lines indicated precinct fencingAdditional red lines indicated precinct fencing
- Entry and exit will be through one gate in the NW corner of the field as indicated by the bus Entry and exit will be through one gate in the NW corner of the field as indicated by the bus 

location (less than 10 metres)location (less than 10 metres)
Teams will not utilise the same field at the same timeTeams will not utilise the same field at the same time
Ground staGround sta
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- Players and staff will wipe down all surfaces after use
- Professional cleaning to occur at the conclusion of each day of facility use 
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From: EFFENDY Vonny
To: John Wakefield; Jeannette Young; Kate Coehn
Cc: Rachel Hunter; Mark Cridland; SLY Andrew; ANDERSON Chad; Megan Saunders
Subject: Relocation of sporting codes to Queensland - CONFIDENTIAL
Date: Thursday, 15 July 2021 4:20:19 PM
Attachments: image001.png

image003.png
Relocation of Sporting Codes to QLD - summary.docx
210715 - Sport relocations to QLD.pdf

This email originated from outside Queensland Health. DO NOT click on any links or open
attachments unless you recognise the sender and know the content is safe.

John, Dr Young and Kate
Please find attached regarding relocation of sporting codes to Queensland.
Regards
John
John Lee
Director-General
Department of Tourism, Innovation and Sport

P: +617 
M: +
EA: @dtis.qld.gov.au

Level 34, 1 William Street, Brisbane, QLD, 4000
PO Box 15168, CITY EAST QLD 4002
dtis.qld.gov.au
------------------------------
The information in this email together with any attachments is intended only for the person
or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
There is no waiver of any confidentiality/privilege by your inadvertent receipt of this
material.
Any form of review, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email
message is prohibited, unless as a necessary part of Departmental business.
If you have received this message in error, you are asked to inform the sender as quickly as
possible and delete this message and any copies of this message from your computer
and/or your computer system network.
------------------------------

Level 34, 1 William Street, Brisbane, QLD, 4000

The information in this email together with any attachments is intended only for the person
or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material.
There is no waiver of any confidentiality/privilege by your inadvertent receipt of this

Any form of review, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or publication of this email
message is prohibited, unless as a necessary part of Departmental business.
If you have received this message in error, you are asked to inform the sender as quickly as
possible and delete this message and any copies of this message from your computer
and/or your computer system network.
------------------------------
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RELOCATION OF SPORTING CODES TO QUEENSLAND 

Overlay: 

A number of sporting codes are at critical points in their seasons and trying to keep the 
season alive through relocating from COVID hotspots to other states with eased 
restrictions. 

The NRL on July 14 announced that it would relocate all teams. The exemption and 
relocation has led to negative public perception after a wedding and a domestic violence 
conference were displaced.  

Current situation 

The NRL is now seeking to relocate approximately 529 family members to Queensland 
(many have been in declared NSW hotspots). 

The public health approach applied by Queensland Heallth would be that they need to 
be:

-  individually processed 
- Source an exclusive use of hotel
- Ensure vaccination of all hotel staff 
- Submit a proposal for consideration and approval by Queensland Health

Key principles/actions that need to be applied as part of the response: 

- A full plan (alternative quarantine arrangement) needs to be submitted to 
Queensland Health. That has yet to occur. 

- When that has happened, due to the large number applicants, Queensland 
Health will need adequate time to process the applications in a way that does not 
divert urgent resources away from other priority cases such as compassionate 
exemptions and essential workers

- The onus will be in on the NRL to ensure that the plan is enacted fully – including 
ensuring all staff are vaccinated.

- In addition, there must be an assurance that other parties (eg people who have 
already booked rooms) are not being adversely impacted.

AFL 

As of Thursday morning July 15, the AFL is seeking to relocate 8 teams and a number 
of family members (more than 136 members at last count)

The situation is rapidly evolving however Melbourne has yet to be a declared hotspot by 
Queensland as at 2.30pm July 15.

Melbourne will go into a snap lockdown for 3-5 days from midnight July 15. Discussions 
are ongoing with the AFL and the response will be dependent on timing.

The NRL on July 14 announced that it would relocate all teams. The exemption and The NRL on July 14 announced that it would relocate all teams. The exemption and 
relocation has led to negative public perception after a wedding and a domestic violence relocation has led to negative public perception after a wedding and a domestic violence 

529 family members to Queensland 529 family members to Queensland 

applied by Queensland Heallthapplied by Queensland Heallth would be that they need to would be that they need to 

ll hotel staff ll hotel staff 
Submit a proposal for consideration and approval by Queensland HealthSubmit a proposal for consideration and approval by Queensland Health

that need to be applied as part of the responsethat need to be applied as part of the response

(alternative quarantine arrangement)(alternative quarantine arrangement)
Queensland Health. That has yet to occurQueensland Health. That has yet to occur
When that has happened, due to the large number applicants, Queensland When that has happened, due to the large number applicants, Queensland 
Health will need adequate time to process the applications in a way that does not Health will need adequate time to process the applications in a way that does not 
divert urgent resources away from other priority cases such as compassionate divert urgent resources away from other priority cases such as compassionate 
exemptioexemptions and essential workersns and essential workers
The onus will be in on the NRL to ensure that the plan is enacted fully The onus will be in on the NRL to ensure that the plan is enacted fully 
ensuring all staff are vaccinated.ensuring all staff are vaccinated.
In additionIn addition, , there must be an assurance that other parties (eg people who have there must be an assurance that other parties (eg people who have 
already booked rooms) are not being adversely impacted.already booked rooms) are not being adversely impacted.

AFL AFL 

As of Thursday morning July 15, the AFL is seeking As of Thursday morning July 15, the AFL is seeking 
of family members of family members 
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